
INTRODUCTION 
 
This is a tale not only of winter in the world, but also of the winter a man 
can carry in his heart. It tells of a hired assassin in a time of twilight. 
 
A Tale of Winter is focused on the character of Verrence Cain, who is a 
major villain in the world of Taelurien during the Return of Twilight and 
included with the module. The general background tone of the adventure 
is one of melancholy, and its anti-hero is not a mortal fiend or fanatic, but 
a fallen, sometimes even noble, human. 
   
Of course you can import a self-created Verrence Cain (levels 14-16 
recommended), but to fit into the story, that character should be a male 
human, elf or half-elf and have at least 7 levels in the rogue class. Since 
some of the quests may take differents paths, you may either use force or 
guile to subdue your enemies; try to balance your skills accordingly. Keep 
in mind that the game's difficulty has been attuned to the included 
character; it may be too difficult or too easy if you use a different PC. 
 
Installation: Put the .hak files in your .hak folder, and the .bmu files in the 
music folder. The portrait files (.tga format) belong in your portraits 
folder. The .mod file belongs in the modules folder. Insert the .bic file into 
your localvault folder.  
 
Playing Notes  
 
Make yourself familiar with the character to know his strengths and 
weaknesses. 
 
Most of the people in the city speak unique one-liners, so stop and talk to 
some of them to get a feeling for the mood in the city.  
 
Read all the books you find for background information. If you can ask 
questions, do it. The more immersive the world gets, the more you will 
know your place in it.  
 
A few NPCs will relate recent events; if you ask for news often, you will 
find out that these may change according to your progress.  
 
In outdoor areas, keep the camera at moderate range – NWN cannot 
display the falling snow if you zoom in very closely. 
 
Prepare for your tasks! You might want to buy healing potions, metal 
armor for heavy combat assignments, trap kits for setting traps, poison 
and other equipment. The difficulty setting assumes you take the time to 
prepare. 
 



Every battle in the module can be won. Nevertheless, one of these battles, 
which is in no way obligatory to proceed, is exceedingly difficult by intent.  
 
 
Known Issues 
 
The battle cutscene in the northern forests will only display correctly on 
higher-end machines. On weaker PCs, the scene will lag. 
 
After said cutscene, your character will sometimes be translucent (may be 
related to the GestaltClearFX() function). Save the game after viewing the 
cutscene and reload, and your character is back to normal. 
 
The final cutscene will only look good if you have not pulled your enemies 
too far apart – so: do not abuse the AI of your enemies! :-) 
 
Enemies slain by a wail of the banshee will not drop items. This is a 
bioware bug and has been addressed by creating important objects on 
death of some NPCs later in the game.  
 
The snowy forest tileset has only medium resolution, but I think that it 
captures the desired mood excellently nonetheless.  
 
 
Credits 
 
A very special thanks to Gestalt for his excellent cutscene system. 
Thanks to Ming Quing for his snowy forest. 
Thanks to the artists of IWD, BG I+II and Conan for the great music. 
Thanks to Wake for the portrait I used for Verrence Cain.  
 
If I forgot someone, please let me know, and I will include you. 
 
 
Walkthrough 
 
Do not use this walkthrough unless you are stuck, you might spoil some 
surprises.  
 
The Merchant: This is your first quest. Go through the city core to the 
south gate district and enter Kalino Carshald’s estate. On the ground floor 
in the northern room, you will find the documents you are looking for. Kill 
the guards or sneak past them, just as you like. Go down into the cellar, 
kill Kalino and his bodyguard. Take a torch into your hand and set the 
wooden wagon on fire. If you want to, you can also go upstairs and finish 
some more guards. Return to Nico and tell him that your quest is done. 
 



The Bribe: This is a relatively easy, political warm-up quest. Lady 
Brinsbane can be intimidated or persuaded into cooperation. If you are 
friendly, you might persuade her into accepting 8000 gold pieces; using 
intimidation, you can ensure her cooperation for only 5000. If you fail in 
either check, you will have to pay the whole 10000 gp. 
After that quest, an annoying knight named Rando Leonard shows up in 
the Black Boar. Perhaps you recognize something in his manners… 
 
Ando Carlson: The knight cannot be bribed into cooperation. Go to the 
eastern room in his estate: you will find a personal letter on Carlson’s 
desk that you can use to blackmail him. Be careful – if you do not make 
clear enough that this knowledge is shared among your allies, you have to 
pass a bluff check or Carlson sees through your lies and attacks. 
Depending on the outcome of this quest, you will reap different rewards.   
 
Unleashing the Rats: Go to Keril Nefzen’s house in the city core. Enter 
stealthy and steal the key from the chest in one of the rooms, or enter 
without stealth and kill Keril, who attacks you immediately. Go to the 
sewer entrance and descend into the filth. Clear your way through rats 
and plague zombies. In the second map, a lever opens the sewer vents 
above (use tab to find it). To the northwest on this map, a demon of 
disease makes interesting revelations. He even offers you a reward for 
unleashing the rats, for he or his zombies cannot do it themselves, being 
vulnerable to the light falling in if the vents are opened.  
 
Cryptic Documents: Go to the home of the Gray Guard, in the city core. 
You can use force or guile to obtain the documents, but your bluff won’t 
help much, since you have to come back and kill the adventurers anyway. 
This is a relatively simple and straightforward quest. 
 
The Delivery: Go to the Pink Parrot, in the noble district, and deliver Nico’s 
present to Ashira. Try some of the prostitutes for a special cutscene. After 
the dialogue with Ashira, go back to Nico for some additional XP. On your 
next rest, you will have a dream about yourself, triggered by the topics 
you discussed with the priestess. 
 
The Thieves’ Guild: Go to the archwizard’s tower and get the portal stone 
from the cabinet. Use it to enter the portal, and you’ll find yourself in the 
tombs of the ancients. Look at all the statues to prepare for a riddle in the 
second area of the tombs.  
The trapped crypt contains an old, powerful evil, Edwyn the Betrayer. If 
you free him from his timeless prison, you will have to fight him. This is 
definitely the most difficult battle in the module, and you should be well-
equipped with healing potions, blessed with luck, and able to lure Edwyn 
onto some of the magical spike traps (cp. hint on the northwestern 
statue) to defeat him. Your reward is a powerful one-shot joker that will 
help a lot in one of the final battles.  



In the second area of the tombs, go to the northwestern chamber and 
take the stone key from the pillar. Then go through the southern doors 
and follow the corridor to the west until you come to the statue with the 
riddle. The riddle is described by “Tell our tale of woe and pain, so that 
our memory lives again. It was us who won the day, so that the shadows 
fled away.” It refers to the defenders of the settlement of Mythras, namely 
the Guild of Griffons, the Shining Hand and the Smiter of Orcs. Start with 
one of these names and you are on the right track. After the first two 
names, an additional stone will slide into the stone, bearing the inscription 
“and”. After the third name, a stone with the inscription “saved” slides into 
the stone. Thus, you must press the following stones: The Guild of 
Griffons / The Shining Hand / The Smiter of Orcs / Mythras. They saved 
“Mythras”, not “Us”, because the riddle reads “tell our tale of woe and 
pain, so that our memory lives again” – it cannot refer to the inhabitants 
of Mythras. The whole sentence reads “The guild of griffons and the smiter 
of orcs and the shining hand saved Mythras”. 
In the inner sanctum, defeat Elvewyn Ma’fesh and get her key that allows 
access into the third level of the sewers and into the thieves’ guild’s maze. 
Look into the crystal ball with Elvewyn’s magical crystal and take a look at 
the battles in the northern forests. In the research desk nearby, you will 
find a potion of undeath that can be put to good use in one of the final 
battles. After defeating the archwizard, return to Nico.  
Enter the sewers and cut your way free until you are in the maze of the 
thieves’ guild. You will have to proceed carefully to evade the many traps 
and assassins that defend the inner chambers. Take the second turn to 
the left, at the end turn right, go north and follow the corridor to the exit 
– that is the only trap-free way. In the inner chambers, expect a hard 
battle with Kenton and his loups. This is the first of the two final battles. 
 
Betrayal: Go to the Black Boar and talk to Barek, the barkeeper, about 
Nico Taerlian. Go to the south gate and leave the city. At the end of the 
south road, turn west and go into the forest. Go through the first desolate 
forest area to the west and go deeper into the forest. There, you will find 
a camp. Talk to Nico or Celena and start the final conversation. At the end 
of the conversation, the second final battle begins. The potion of undeath 
and especially the spirit essence of Edwyn the Betrayer come in very 
handy here. Otherwise, make sure to have enough heal potions with you.  
 
After you have won the battle, enjoy the final cutscene. Thanks for playing 
A Tale of Winter! 
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